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ABSTRACT

Information visualizations have been shown useful in
numerous laboratory studies, but their adoption and use in
real-life tasks are curiously under-researched. We present a
field study of ten programmers who work with an editor
extended with a fisheye view of source code. The study
triangulates multiple methods (experience sampling,
logging, thinking aloud, and interviews) to describe how the
visualization is adopted and used. At the concrete level, our
results suggest that the visualization was used as frequently
as other tools in the programming environment. We also
propose extensions to the interface and discuss features that
were not used in practice. At the methodological level, the
study identifies contributions distinct to individual methods
and to their combination, and discusses the relative benefits
of laboratory studies and field studies for the evaluation of
information visualizations.
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INTRODUCTION

An abundance of techniques and tools have emerged in the
field of information visualization. In the past ten years, it
has become increasingly common to see proposals for new
techniques or tools accompanied by empirical evaluations
of the usability and usefulness of the technique or tool. Not
only do these evaluations provide useful information, they
also testify to the maturation of the field.
The evaluation of information visualizations are mostly
done as laboratory experiments [21]. Typically, participants
spend an hour or two completing predefined tasks with a
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limited set of tools and data. Laboratory experiments allow
precise measurement of the usability of a technique or tool,
and extensive control of the extraneous factors that may
influence use of the visualization.
However, laboratory experiments have general limitations
[e.g., 3,26] and issues specific to information visualization
also restrict their usefulness [e.g., 22,23,31,36]. Let us give
just three examples; many others may be found in recent
work on evaluation of information visualizations [e.g.,
2,4,29]. First, the tasks used in a laboratory experiment
greatly influence the results, but are often simpler than real
life tasks [8,31]. Second, in real-life use visualizations have
to be integrated with other tools and may not fit all
activities or work habits equally well [11,17]; laboratory
experiments rarely focus on integration with other tools.
Third, laboratory studies often do not go beyond initial use
of an interface [31]. An often-suggested answer to these
issues is long-term studies that employ multiple methods
[4,33,36]. While such studies exist, they are rare and advice
about their design and benefits lacking.
The present paper studies a fisheye visualization of source
code by deploying it among professional programmers for
several weeks. While deployed, we collected data using
experience sampling and logging; after participants gained
proficiency, we interviewed them and analyzed videos of
their use of the visualization. These data are used for
method triangulation [7,25] so as to understand adoption
and use, and are also contrasted to an earlier laboratory
evaluation of the visualization [16]. The aim is twofold: (a)
to advance our understanding of fisheye interfaces by
studying their adoption and use in a real-life setting; to our
knowledge this is the first long-term field study of a fisheye
interface and (b) to discuss the methodology of evaluating
information visualizations based on our use of method
triangulation. The results will inform practical work on
fisheye and other distortion interfaces, while advancing the
discussion of how to evaluate information visualizations.
RELATED WORK

This paper aims to combine and make contributions within
two themes: the methodology of information visualization
evaluation and fisheye views for supporting programmers.
Next we summarize the relevant literature for each theme.

Evaluating Information Visualization

During the past ten years, evaluation of proposals for tools
and techniques in information visualization has become
commonplace [5]. For example, out of 16 papers at CHI
2008 with the keyword visualization or information
visualization, 14 contained empirical evaluations (9 of
which were laboratory studies). At the same time, however,
methodology papers [4,36] and workshops [2] argue that
solid evaluation of information visualizations is difficult.
The difficulties of evaluation of information visualizations
may be illustrated with reference to laboratory experiments.
Laboratory experiments are the most widely applied
evaluation method [6,8,21] and perhaps therefore also the
method with which the most difficulties have been
identified. Difficulties include the use of experimental tasks
that are markedly simpler than real life tasks. Also,
durations of laboratory studies are often short. Perer and
Shneiderman [30] reviewed a collection of information
visualization papers and mentioned how only 39 out of 132
papers reported evaluations, and that all evaluations
included less than 2 hours of tool use. Because participants
need time to adopt novel interaction techniques [1],
laboratory studies often do not address gaining proficiency
beyond initial use of an interface [31]. In real-life,
visualization techniques have to be integrated with other
tools and may not fit all activities or work habits equally
well [11,17]; such concerns are ignored in laboratory tasks.
Other aspects of the setting in a laboratory and in realistic
use contexts may impact performance and adoption. Reilly
and Inkpen [32], for instance, studied the effectiveness of
map morphing. They found differences in for instance
recall when running a study in the lab and in a noisy public
space. A final difficulty with laboratory experiments is that
while the choice of participants are crucial to a laboratory
experiment [8], non-professionals are often participants in
such experiments. Taken together these difficulties limit the
validity and generality of findings from laboratory studies.
One answer to the difficulty of laboratory experiments is
new approaches to the evaluation of information
visualizations. For instance, long-term studies of the use of
information
visualizations
have
been
suggested
[4,33,35,36]. Shneiderman and Plaisant [36] described
multi-dimensional, in-depth long-term case studies,
shortened to MILCs. Their proposal was used by Perer and
Shneiderman [30], who developed a visualization for
analyzing social networks. Perer and Shneiderman had
domain experts use the visualization on their own problems,
and followed a methodology that included training and
changing the software in response to experts’ needs. Other
researchers have used variants of the MILCs approach
[27,39]. While long-term studies may give unique insights,
they are resource demanding and are, as an evaluation
method, often more formative than summative.
Another answer has been methodologies based on selfreporting, such as diary studies and experience sampling
[24]. One prominent example of this is insight-based

evaluation [29,33], which aims to quantify the number and
types of insights that analysts get using a visualization.
Saraiya et al. [33] asked two biologists to use five visual
tools to conduct exploratory analysis of microarray data
sets, an actual work task for the biologists. For three
months, the biologists were asked to keep a diary of their
work process, the insights they gained from the data, and
how the tools led to those insights. Saraiya et al. concluded
that their study “indicates the viability and importance of a
longitudinal, motivated, domain embedded, self-reporting
approach to evaluating visualizations.” A general problem
with this methodology, however, is that it is hard to couple
insights and the actual use of information visualizations.
Still another approach has been to systematically apply
qualitative research methods, including systematic
observation [15] and grounded theory [37]. For instance,
Faisal et al. [9] used grounded theory to study a tool for
visualizing academic literature. They argued that grounded
theory helped them characterize users’ experience of using
visualizations.
Fisheye Interfaces as a Case

The specific focus of this paper is on fisheye interfaces
[10]. We focus on this technique for two reasons. First,
Lam and Munzner [23] remarked that “even though
focus+context visualizations have been around for over 20
years, we do not know when, how, or even if they are
useful”; the inconclusiveness of research on focus+context
techniques includes fisheye interfaces. Second, while many
evaluations have been conducted on fisheye interfaces [e.g.,
1,13,14,34], we are unaware of any long-term studies. Also,
most studies of fisheye interfaces use laboratory studies
only [e.g., 1,16]. Thus, the benefits of the methodologies
reviewed above have yet to bear on fisheye research.
We focus on fisheye use in programming. Programming is a
challenging activity to support with a fisheye interface, but
also to evaluate. It is cognitively complex and any insights
from visualizations are likely to be secondary in relation to
higher-level programming objectives. Two earlier studies
presented relevant empirical insights. Jakobsen and
Hornbæk [16] compared a fisheye view with a linear view
of source code in a controlled experiment where 16
participants performed tasks involving navigation and
understanding of source code. Results from the study
suggest that a fisheye view can help programmers to
navigate and understand source code. Kersten and Murphy
[18] used diaries to investigate the utility of Mylar, an
extension for the programming environment Eclipse, that
allows the assignment of a degree of interest to interface
elements. The diaries identified a range of changes to
Mylar. Kersten and Murphy [19] later used logging to
investigate if Mylar improved programmers’ productivity.
In conclusion, a variety of methods are available to assist
evaluation of fisheye interfaces. In particular, it seems that
combinations of the evaluation methods proposed have not
been tried in relation to fisheye interfaces.

Figure 1: The Fisheye Java editor in Eclipse.
FISHEYE JAVA EDITOR

Navigating and understanding the source code of a program
are highly challenging activities. The aim of our work is to
support programmers in those activities using information
visualization, specifically, fisheye interfaces [10]. Previous
work has used laboratory experiments to sh
show that fisheye
interfaces may help navigation tasks [16].. As discussed in
the related work section, such experiments are not entirely
satisfactory. Before we describe our evaluation approach,
this section introduces the fisheye editor that we evaluate.
Based on three years of development and experimentation,
our current prototype looks like Figure 11. To be easily
useful for real programming tasks, we have extended the
Java editor provided in Eclipse, a widespread development
environment, with a fisheye view. In the Fisheye Java
editor1, the editor window is divided into a focus area and a
context view (see Figure 1).. The focus area, the editable
part of the window, is reduced to make room for the context
view. The context view uses a fixed amount of spac
space above
and below the focus area. It contains a distorted view of
source code in which parts of the source code that are of
less relevance given the user’s focus in the code, are elided.
The Fisheye Java editor contains all the features of the
normal Java editor in Eclipse. For instance, the editor
highlights annotations of different types, such as search
results and compilation errors in the source code. One type
of annotation called occurrences allows programmers to see
where a variable, method, or type iss referenced. For
instance, a variable can be selected by placing the caret in
1

A Fisheye Java editor plug-in
in for Eclipse is available at
http://mikkelrj.dk/projects/fisheye2009

the variable name whereby all
ll references to that variable
are highlighted in the source code. In an overview ruler
shown to the right of the editor’s
editor scrollbar, rectangles
indicate
ate lines in the file that contain annotations. The
Fisheye Java editor takes these annotations into account
when selecting which lines to show in the context view.
Degree of Interest

In the Fisheye Java editor, a degree of interest (DOI) is
determined for each program line in the file. Lines in the
context view are then elided if their DOI is below a
threshold k.
The DOI of a program line x given the focus point p
(defined as the lines in the focus area)
area is calculated as:
DOI(x | p) =

enclosing(x, p)
+ annotated(x)
+ cursor(x)
+ siblingAST(x, p)
– dline(x, p)

First, lines are interesting if they contain declarations or
statements that enclose the code visible in the focus area.
Such lines contain a package, class, interface or method
declarations, or one of the keywords for, if, while, switch,
etc. If line x is such a line and it defines a block that
encloses the code in the focus area p then enclosing(x, p) =
k. Second, lines containing annotations, such as errors,
search results, or occurrences off a selected element,
element are
interesting. To
o provide context for annotations, lines that
contain declarations of methods that enclose annotations are
also of interest. Thus, annotated(x) = k adds to the DOI of
line x that contains an annotation or declares a method that
enclose an annotation. Third, cursor(x)
cursor = k adds to the DOI

of line x containing the editor caret, which may for instance
be important for returning to the position of the caret.
Fourth, lines that contain declarations of methods, fields or
types that are close to the focus area may support
orientation in the code. Thus, if line x declares a member of
a class or interface that can be reached by moving upwards
in the abstract syntax tree from a line in the focus area p
then siblingAST(x, p) = k/2. Fifth, a distance dline(x, p) ∈ [0;
k/2] proportional to the number of program lines from line x
to focus area p detracts from that line’s DOI.
Source code elision in the context view

Lines are always included in the context view if they have a
degree of interest above the threshold k. If there are not
enough lines with DOI > k to use all the space available in
the context view, lines with DOI <= k are added to the
context view in descending order of DOI. This includes first
declarations of methods or fields immediately above or
below the code that is currently visible in the focus area,
and then other lines directly adjacent to the focus area.
Placing the caret in a variable may cause many lines to have
DOI > k because they contain highlighted occurrences of
the selected variable. All lines cannot be shown
simultaneously in the fixed amount of space of the context
view. Clipping or magnifying lines in the context view may
result in some lines becoming unreadable, yet all lines may
be important to the user. Thus, to guarantee users that the
context view contains all highlighted occurrences, the
windows containing the upper and lower context view can
be scrolled. The context view automatically scrolls to show
lines closest to the focus area when its contents change.
Interacting with the Fisheye Java editor

The user can interact with the focus area like a normal
editor. The caret can be moved within the bounds of the
focus area, scrolling the view contents when moving the
caret against the upper or lower bound. The context view
automatically reduces in size to fit the content; near the top
of the document, for example, when the user scrolls by
holding an arrow key to move the caret past the upper edge
of the focus area, the upper part of the context view retracts.
The context view can be switched on and off. When
switched off, the context view can be call up temporarily
with a keyboard shortcut, and it can be dismissed by hitting
Esc or by clicking outside the context view. Clicking on a
line in the context view jumps to that line and places the
caret at the clicked position. Also, the context view can be
resized, either by clicking on a button in the toolbar or by
using a keyboard shortcut.
Filtering and customizing the context view

The user can change whether annotations or enclosing
statements are included in the context view. Also, the user
can select which annotations to show among all the
annotation types available in Eclipse including bookmarks,
errors, occurrences, search results, and tasks. In the
example shown in Figure 1, errors and tasks are enabled,
causing one line with an error and one line with a TODO
task annotation to be shown in the context view. More

customization options are available in a preference dialog
page, for instance, whether to include the cursor line when
it is scrolled out of view or whether to include all lines that
contain method or variable declarations.
FIELD STUDY WITH PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMMERS

We conducted a field study of the Fisheye Java editor with
professional Java programmers. Our aim was in part to
understand how programmers will adopt a fisheye view of
source code over two weeks and use it in their own work, in
part to investigate the use of multiple methods in
combination in a way not previously tried in evaluations of
fisheye interfaces.
Participants

Ten professional Java programmers from three software
companies participated in the study. Participants had
between 1 and 20 (M = 9) years of programming
experience. Eight participants had IT-related education
whereas two participants had a business-oriented
background. Participants used Mac OS X (2 participants) or
Windows (7 participants) or both (1 participant), and they
all used Eclipse 3.2 or later. All ten participants were male.
Method

We studied the programming activities of participants at
their work place. Our aim was to study each participant
using Eclipse for at least ten workdays; the actual period of
study varied from two to five weeks. To provide a rich basis
for analyzing the use of the Fisheye Java editor in the daily
programming activities of participants, multiple data
collection methods were used (see Figure 2). We were
particularly inspired by Denzin’s [7] definition of
triangulation as "the combination of methodologies in the
study of the same phenomenon" (p. 291) and by the lack of
work that integrates the new evaluation approaches
mentioned in the section on related work.
Two meetings were arranged to interview participants and
observe them while thinking aloud during their daily work.
In the period between the two meetings, data were
automatically logged to describe participants’ interaction
with Eclipse. We probed participants during work using an
adaptation of the experience sampling method [24].
Interviews, thinking aloud, logging, and probes
complement each other to collect quantitative and
qualitative, subjective and objective data; in the Discussion
we return to how this worked in practice. Next, we describe
in turn how each method was used.




 

Figure 2: Use of methods to gather data about participants’
programming activity and their experience using the Fisheye
Java editor.

Thinking Aloud

We observed participants at their work place while they
were thinking aloud, working with programming tasks that
involved use of a Java editor. Because programming is a
cognitively complex task – and because participants were
working on real tasks – we only reminded participants to
think aloud infrequently. To support a detailed analysis of
how participants interacted with the Fisheye Java editor, we
used screen recordings to capture participants’ interactions
with their computers, combined with a web camera that
recorded participants’ utterances. Screen recordings may be
less obtrusive than using physical video equipment in
participants’ work environment and have been previously
been used to record participants without an observer present
[38], thus allowing a broad sample of the daily work of
participants. In our case, however, we wanted participants
to think aloud, so as to provide insights in their intent and
experience of use. Thus, we wanted an author to be present
and only recorded a couple of hours for each participant.
We analyzed the video recordings of participants thinking
using grounded theory [37]. The first author found
segments of recordings where participants either interacted
with the context view using keyboard or mouse, or made
utterances or gestures that indicated they were looking at
information in the context view. We coded each segment
where participants were (1) looking at the lines in the
context view (and possibly scrolling the context view) or
(2) clicking on a line in the context view to navigate to that
line. In all, we recorded 10:41 hours of participants thinking
aloud using Eclipse with the Fisheye Java editor installed.
Technical problems with the recording software caused one
thinking aloud session to yield no usable data.
Activity Logging

In the period of ten work days between the two thinking
aloud sessions, data were automatically collected about (a)
how participants used menus, toolbars, keyboard shortcuts
and views in Eclipse, as in [28], and (b) how participants
interacted with the Fisheye Java editor. We used these data
to characterize participants’ use of the programming
environment, and in particular to describe how they
interacted with the context view and how often they did so.
Probes

We collected data obtained using an adaptation of the
experience sampling method [24], in which we randomly
probed participants with a survey delivered in a dialog
window from within the programming environment.
Participants were probed during periods where user activity
was registered in Eclipse and a Java editor was active.
Interruptions were more than 90 minutes apart. Because we
were interested in situations where participants used the
context view, we delayed probes for up to 15 minutes to be
delivered to participants the moment after they had
interacted with the context view. The probe dialog window
contained five pages asking participants (1) what they were
doing when interrupted (using categories from [20]), (2) if
they used the context view and if so, what they used it for,

(3) how well they knew the source code they were working
with, (4) what type of task they were working on (e.g.,
correcting a bug or restructuring the source code), and (5)
how long they had been working on the task (ranging from
“less than 10 minutes” to “more than a month”).
Interviews

We interviewed participants before the first thinking aloud
session to gather information about their background and
programming experience, the project they are working on,
and the types of task that they spend time on during their
workday. After the second thinking aloud session, another
interview was conducted to investigate the participants’
experience of using the Fisheye Java editor. Also, the
interview allowed for discussion of benefits and drawbacks
of the editor and possible improvements. Recordings of the
second interviews were transcribed and analyzed, using
open coding and comparison of the coded interview
segments to find common themes in participants’
experiences of using the Fisheye Java editor.
Procedure

The experimenter met with participants at their workplace.
First, participants were interviewed for about ten minutes.
Next, the participant’s computer was set up to capture the
screen of the monitor showing the Eclipse window and a
web camera was set up to record the participant while
thinking aloud. Participants were then instructed to think
aloud while they were working. Having observed the
participant for approximately one hour of programming, the
participant was allowed a break. A plug-in with the Fisheye
Java editor was installed in Eclipse together with a plug-in
for logging participants’ interaction with Eclipse. The
participant was instructed in the use of the Fisheye Java
editor, and then supervised while trying the editor to allow
for questions and clarifications. During the first five days of
the study period, a window with instructions on how to use
the Fisheye Java editor opened twice a day to remind
participants about how to use the editor. Also, the first
author visited or contacted participants to answer any
questions participants might have about the Fisheye Java
editor. Participants were not paid as an incentive for using
the editor and they could at any time switch it off.
At the second visit about ten workdays after the first visit,
participants were observed for an hour using Eclipse with
the Fisheye Java editor installed. Participants were
instructed to think aloud, and the session was recorded
similarly to the first meeting. Finally, participants were
interviewed about the work they had been doing after the
first visit and about their experience with the editor.
RESULTS

Our results consist of recordings of participants’ thinking
aloud, logged data describing participants’ activity in
Eclipse, answers to probes, and interview transcriptions.
Thinking Aloud

Our analysis of participants’ thinking aloud identified 55
incidents where the context view was used. We

characterized what was going on in each incident using
open coding, and we compared incidents to develop
categories for different uses of the context view and the
situations where these uses occurred. Table 1 shows the
most common situations of use with the number of
incidents of each situation.
Most incidents involved the use of highlighted occurrences
of a variable, method, or class. Often participants selected a
method or variable to highlight its occurrences that would
show up in the context view. Typically, participants found
an occurrence and navigated there quickly or looked in the
context view to investigate its dependencies, possibly
clicking on an occurrence to investigate further. For
instance, one participant had to move a set of buttons from
one part of an application window to another. This task
required navigating between at least four files, moving
variables from one file to another. The participants used the
context view, making sure all the dependencies either were
moved along or dealt with in a more appropriate manner.
The second most common use of the context view involved
looking for or navigating to the declaration of a method. In
one situation, participants searched for the right method to
use or investigate further. In another situation, participants
navigated to a method they had recently investigated. Also,
we found three incidents that resembled the situation of
navigating to errors as part of manually refactoring code:
after using the “quick-fix” tool in Eclipse to automatically
add a required method to a class, participants looked in the
context view to find the added method and navigate there.
The third most frequent use of the context view we saw
involved navigating to compilation errors. In five incidents,
participants made a change that caused errors in related
code elsewhere and then immediately navigated to the error
to correct it. A participant later explained that it was
sometimes faster for him to add a parameter to a method
and navigate to errors in calls to the method and fix them,
than it was to use the refactoring tool in Eclipse. Also, in
three incidents participants inspected an error that they had
caused earlier without noticing.





































We did not see participants use package declaration or
enclosing statements in the context view, which surprised
us because such higher-level information has been
conjectured to provide important context [10]. A possible
explanation is that participants were simply not working in
long and complex blocks of code with heavy indentations,
but mainly smaller methods or methods with many lines but
no deep indentation.
In conclusion, we saw eight participants use the context
view during thinking aloud. One participant had disabled
the Java Fisheye editor because he experienced problems
with it. Use of the context view varied greatly between
participants; one participant mainly used the context view
to inspect highlighted occurrences of variables, whereas
another participant mainly used the context view for
navigating to errors. This is not surprising, since the use
situations we saw for each participant very likely were
influenced by the tasks and the code that participants were
working on in the small sample of each participant’s work.
Activity Logging

The data that were logged in Eclipse comprise 114 days of
Eclipse use. Each participant used Eclipse for at least ten
days. However, no usable log file was produced for one of
the participants due to technical problems.
From the logged interaction events, we determined periods
where participants used Eclipse. A period was determined
as at least two interaction events with less than five minutes
in between, adding half a minute to the beginning and end
of each period. In all, participants used Eclipse for around
370 hours. Using the method of determining periods of use,
we determined and summarized the length of periods where
participants made changes to the source code. Participants
were editing Java source code for around 207 hours (56%),
and each participant was editing code between 26% and
72% of the time they were working in Eclipse.
We visualized the participants’ interaction with Eclipse by
creating for each participant a series of timelines (one per
day), indicating when the user was interacting with Eclipse

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 


Table 1: Common situations involving use of the context view in the Fisheye Java editor identified in recordings of participants
thinking aloud. N refers to the number of incidents of each situation and C refers to the number of those incidents where
participants clicked on a line in the context view to navigate to that line.

and with the context view. Figure 3 shows an example of
seven days of interaction for one user. The timeline
visualizations gave three insights into the adoption and use
of the context view. First, the use of the context view is
evenly distributed over days. Only in 10% of the days, do
participants not interact with the context view and then
typically little interaction with Eclipse occurs in the day.
Also, interaction with the context view typically happens
several times during the day (in about 90% of the days).
Second, we do not see a decline of use over time. Across
participants, a comparable number of uses of the context
view are found on the first and last day of logging. Third,
some participants have long durations of activity where
they do not use the context view (in Figure 3 this happens at
the middle part of day 7 and the beginning of day 8). This
typically happens when the participant is not editing.
Overall, the time lines show that participants have very
different work patterns. For instance, one participant who
was filling in for the project leader during the study had
many short periods of interacting with Eclipse during his
workday and only few long periods of programming.
As a measure of how frequently participants used the
context view, we grouped the times where participants
scrolled or clicked in the context view into periods so that
repeated interaction with the context view within a fiveminute window counted as a single period of use. In
average, participants interacted with the context view 1.7
times per hour. For comparison, we determined how often
common tools in Eclipse for searching and navigating in the
current file were used. In average, participants used ‘Find’
0.7 times per hour, an outline of the file 2.3 times per hour,
and a search for references 1.4 times per hour.

had used the context view. Thus, 50 probes were answered
after participants had used the context view.
Table 2 shows the activities that participants reported they
were doing when probed. The most frequent activities
participants mentioned doing when probed were editing
(54%), reading code (20%), or testing (17%). Other
activities that participants reported doing when probed
mainly included forward porting (8%), just starting or
resuming work in Eclipse (6%), or synchronizing (4%).
Participants report more often that they navigated
dependencies in the code when they had used the context
view, than when they had not used the context view, and
participants reported navigating when they had used the
context view only in conditional probes. This suggests that
participants used the context view to navigate, but also that
navigating dependencies is a brief activity that only few
unconditional probes interrupted.
The tasks that participant most frequently reported working
on when probed were extending the program with new
functionality (27%), modifying the program’s existing
functionality (23%), or fixing a bug (23%). When using the
context view, participants reported slightly more often that
they were fixing bugs (28% vs. 20%) or extending the
program (54% vs. 40%) compared to when they were not
using the context view. In contrast, they reported less often
optimization (0% vs. 10%) or restructuring (4% vs. 16%)
when using the context view.
When probed after using the context view, participants had
used it to find highlighted occurrences (18), navigated to a
particular line (9), see the declaration of the current class
and method (8), and see enclosing statements (6).

Probes

Interviews

In all, participants were probed 332 times (out of which 193
were postponed and not analyzed further). We discarded six
probes that participants completed more than five minutes
after the interruption, because we did not think those
answers reliably reflected a participant’s experience at the
time of interruption. Of the resulting 133 probes, 36 were
conditional probes (that were made because participants
had just interacted with the context view) and 14 were
unconditional probes where participants reported that they

Table 3 summarizes the main findings from analysis of our
interviews with participants after they had used Eclipse
with the Fisheye Java editor installed. Concerning adoption
of the fisheye view, eight participants said they would
continue to use the Fisheye Java editor. One participant
explicitly said that it was “a better editor with the fisheye
view than it is without”. We think this is a strong indication
that participants found the benefits of the fisheye view to
outweigh the drawbacks. Furthermore, six participants felt




   
































Figure 3: Example of timeline visualization of seven days (yaxis) of interaction with Eclipse and the Fisheye Java editor.
Periods of editing are yellow; periods of interaction with
Eclipse are gray; gray circles indicate use of the context view.

Table 2: Frequency of activities participants answered they
were doing when probed (1) conditionally when context view
was used, (2) unconditionally when context view was used, and
(3) unconditionally when context view was not used. Multiple
activities could be specified, so columns do not sum to 100%.

they had not fully learned and adopted the fisheye view
after the few weeks of having it installed. Altogether, we
took this to mean that some participants would at least keep
the fisheye view installed so as to try to learn using it.

statements, admitted that he once experienced losing
overview of a large method anyway. Finally, three
participants said they used the context view to see methods
that were near the code in focus.

Concerning the overall experience of using the fisheye
view, six participants found it was confusing at times,
because it was hard to know what was shown in the context
view. Three reasons were mentioned: (1) adjacent lines that
filled unused space in the context view made it difficult to
determine where blocks of code were left out, (2) not all
methods declared in the file were shown, and (3) different
types of lines were shown at different times. Five
participants said they disabled or did not care about the
fisheye view when working in tasks where it was not
useful. Also, four participants said they had reduced the
size of the context area. Some comments suggest that it is
not so much the context area that is too large as it is the
focus area that is too small to get an overview of the code in
focus. Some participants mentioned that they would have
liked a taller display, and one participant had in fact pivoted
his widescreen display to use the Fisheye Java editor in a
tall window. Three participants made comments suggesting
that they sometimes would forget that the context view was
there but the visually distinct appearance of an error or an
occurrence could draw their attention to it.

DISCUSSION

Seven participants said they liked that errors and
occurrences were shown in the context view. One reason
mentioned was: “you learn 400 different shortcuts for
example to navigate between different compiler errors, so I
think it’s a good thing that you actually have something
visual”. In particular, comments of two participants seem to
hint that being able to see in the context view the errors –
noting that some errors follow from others – helps them
determine what code to actually fix to correct the errors.
Participants did not agree about the usefulness of
class/method declarations or of enclosing statements. While
some participants found enclosing statements useful to form
a context for the code in focus, others said that they made
no use of them. One participant, who liked the enclosing











 










Findings on Fisheye Interface in Programming

The main finding is that the fisheye interface was adopted
by participants and integrated in their work. The activity
logging showed that most participants used the context
view regularly throughout the study and that the frequency
of use was comparable to core tools in Eclipse. Most
participants said they would continue to use the Fisheye
Java editor after the study had finished. Compared to some
other studies of workplace adoption of information
visualization [e.g., 11], this is a strong and encouraging
result; in relation to fisheye research [e.g., 1,13,14,34], the
adoption suggest that some ideas in fisheye interfaces may
be useful in real-life tools for tasks as complex as
programming.
While adoption is thus confirmed by several types of data,
some programming tasks were not supported by the Fisheye
Java editor. In interviews, participants said that the fisheye
interface did not support tasks like debugging or composing
new code. The activity logging also shows long episodes of
non-use of the context view. While our notion of focus
point was tied to one editor window, participants’ focus
could easily change between windows or other parts of the
editor. We contend that extending the notion of focus in
fisheye interfaces to encompass different parts of the
interface (similarly to Mylar [18]) could be interesting for
real-life fisheye interfaces. On the other hand, the thinking
aloud sessions showed use of the fisheye interface across a
range of tasks, including some surprising ad-hoc uses.
The usefulness of the Fisheye Java editor was linked to the
highlighted occurrences of variables and methods. Most
incidents of use of the context view in thinking aloud
sessions involved highlighted occurrences; a third of the
probes following use of the context view also mention

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Table 3: Main findings from analysis of interviews. N refers to the number of interviews in which a finding was made.

highlighted occurrences. While the
he DOI function
underlying the fisheye editor integrates different kinds of
interest, it appears that the direct and transparent
relatedness of highlighted occurrences in the editor and in
the context view matters the most to users. More generally,
the a priori determined components of the DOI function
may matter relatively less in real-life use. This speculation
brings into doubt a defining characteristic oof fisheye
interfaces, and is an important focus for future work.

Third, determining participants’ intent during uses of the
fisheye interface solely from activity logging and probes is
difficult, if not impossible: activity
ctivity logging does not give
the context of participants’ work,, nor their intent with the
logged activity; interruptions by probes annoy participants
and only limited data can be gathered. Thinking aloud thus
complements logging and probes by situating use of the
fisheye interface in observations of participants.
pa

The last finding we want to emphasize is a lack of clarity
and predictability in the fisheye interface.. Six participants
mentioned in interviews that they were confused about
when methods and lines were shown and when they were
not (e.g., “it should be more predictable so that you can
guess what you get or understand better what inform
information
you get from the fisheye”). These remarks warrant further
investigation, because they conflict with anot
another defining
characteristic of fisheye interfaces [10],, namely that the
view changes based on changes in the focus point. We are
considering how to make it clearer which lines are shown in
the fisheye interface and which lines are elided
elided. A possible
improvement is to allow users to control directly in the
fisheye interface how different types of information in the
context view are shown or elided, perhaps using fold and
unfold mechanisms (e.g.,
and ) used in widespread
code editors.

We find four comparisons between the previous laboratory
experiment [16] and the present field study of interest.
interest First,
our focus on adoption is not possible in a laboratory
experiment [12]. The data provided by activity logging is
much more convincing than our earlier collected
preferences. Second,, while realism of tasks is often claimed
a hallmark of field studies, we were mostly surprised by the
variability and ad hoc use of the fisheye view,
view as captured
in the thinking aloud sessions. Because tasks were fixed and
relatively simple in the laboratory study, we did not see
such behavior. Third, as mentioned
ntioned earlier, a common
criticism of laboratory studies is that they do not allow
participants to gain proficiency [31]
1]. The present field study
is not a panacea in that respect. Participants
articipants mention timepressure and being busy as barriers to using the fisheye
editor. Perhaps proficiency with tools need other forms of
collaboration between researchers and participants, for
instance, the long-term
term collaborations in MILCs [36].
Fourth, the field study required full integration of the editor
in participants’ programming environment, causing a
number of practical problems.

Strengths of Methods in Combination

We found individual methods contributing insights into
adoption, use of specific functions,, and participants’ intent
to varying degrees. In combination, the methods provide
stronger evidence of participants’ adoption and use of the
Fisheye Java editor than any method alone, making up for
limitations of individual methods. We give three examples.
First, interviews
nterviews provide subjective data where participants
explain their full experience and intent,, but explanations are
retrospective andd hard to connect to concrete situations in
their work and specific functions in the Fisheye Java editor.
In contrast, thinking aloud provides rich insight into
participants’ programming activity based on concrete use
situations.
Second, participants’ assessments
essments in interviews of their
adoption of the fisheye interface are retrospective and thus
ambiguous. Also, observing each participant a few hours
provides only a small sample of their work and it is difficult
to tell if participants have adopted and use
used the Fisheye
Java editor in all their work activities based on thinking
aloud data. To compensate for these limitations, activity
logging provides quantitative, fine-grained
grained data about
hundreds of hours of work that show that participants used
the fisheye interface regularly. Also, pprobes provide
subjective data about many hours of participants’ work that
show how participants used the fisheye interface in
different types of activity. These data allow us to
extrapolate on our observations of participants’ use of the
fisheye interface in their work across tasks.

Laboratory Experiment vs. Field Study

CONCLUSION

Fisheye interfaces for source code promise to support
programmers in navigating and understanding code. Such
interfaces, however, have only been evaluated in laboratory
experiments, leaving it uncertain if they would be adopted
and used in real-life programming. This uncertainty reflects
a general lack of multi-method
method longitudinal studies of
information visualizations. We have conducted a field study
of ten professional programmers solving their normal work
tasks using a fisheye editor. Data were collected using
experience sampling, activity logging, thinking aloud, and
interviews.
The results suggest that participants
nts adopted and used the
fisheye interface as extensively as other common tools in
their programming environment.
environment However, lack of
predictability was an integral part of using the interface,
certain activities were not supported well, and core
assumptions
tions in the design of fisheye interface (which had
not been challenged in a previous laboratory study) did not
hold in the field. Methodologically,
ly, we have shown how
triangulation of data helps reach closure about benefits and
limitations of the visualization. Future work could couple
more tightly the data collection methods so as to obtain data
both on adoption, specific episodes of use, and on users’
intent.
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